New Zealand’s Premier Heliski Experience

DAILY HELISKIING

4 RUNS

6 RUNS

Perfect for intermediates and up.
Powder experience not required.
A great option for first timers.
NZD

Advanced - intermediate skiers
and boarders who have powder
experience.

$1,090pp

NZD

8 RUNS

For the strong fit skier or boarder
who like a fast pace and more
vertical.

$1,290pp

NZD

10 RUNS

Advanced skiers, you have met
your match. Designed for fit
skiers and snowboarders who
strive for maximum pace.

$1,490pp

NZD

$1,690pp

Extra runs: $125pp (booked directly on the day). Fly In / Fly Out: $200pp (Add on for an extra scenic flight to and from the staging area).

SIGNATURE PRIVATE CHARTERS

Ultimate Freedom in the Southern Alps Backcountry.
*Group sizes are dependent on weight restrictions. All private charter flights are based on 4 pax.

FIRST TURNS

SILVER

GOLD

Up to 8 runs
Experience New Zealand’s jaw dropping
alpine glow and untracked snow. Be
back to town before lunchtime with
this early morning private charter.

8-10 runs
Enjoy your own private helicopter for the
day. The perfect option for smaller groups
of intermediate skiers/boarders looking for
complete freedom.

8-10 runs | 2 groups
Your charter option for larger groups up
to 8 people to enjoy exclusive use of your
helicopter for a day of uninterrupted skiing.

Groups up to 4 people.

Groups up to 4 people.

2 groups share 1 helicopter, up to 8 people.

From NZD

$1,475pp

NZD $5,900 Charter

DELUXE PRIVATE CHARTERS

From NZD

$1,975pp

From NZD

NZD $7,900 Charter

$1,365pp

NZD $10,900 Charter

The Epitome of Personalised Heliskiing
*Group sizes are dependent on weight restrictions.

ELITE

UNLIMITED

12-15 runs
The Southern Lakes mountains are your domain to find your
dream lines. Make it the ultimate day of heliskiing with 12 - 15
runs!

Unlimited Runs
For skiers looking for maximum vertical and unrestricted runs.
If you have the legs, we’ll keep flying. The only limit to the
number of runs you make is the setting sun!

Groups up to 4 people

Groups up to 4 people

From NZD

$2,475pp

NZD $9,900 Charter

From NZD

$3,475pp

NZD $13,900 Charter

southernlakesheliski.com

Wanaka | 23 Dunmore St (Outside Sports) | +64 3 443 6410
Queenstown | 20 Athol St (Torpedo 7) | +64 3 442 6222
info@southernlakesheliski.com

Wanaka
Queenstown

ABILITY GUIDE
Heliskiing is suitable for intermediate to
advanced skiers and snowboarders. If you
can handle intermediate runs, you can heliski.
Beginner - You prefer green runs at your local
ski field and have no powder skiing experience.
Intermediate - You can comfortably ride blue
terrain at your local ski field with little powder
skiing experience.
Advanced - You can confidently ride black and
terrain at your local ski field and have powder
skiing/snoboarding experience.
Expert - You are a professional skier /
snowboarder with extensive mountain
experience.
WHY CHOOSE SOUTHERN LAKES HELISKI?
1:

We have the MOST TERRAIN out of any
heliski operator in the Southern Lakes
Region. 17 mountain ranges offering 800+
runs.

2:

We have the highest skiable terrain in the
region at 2585m (8481ft).

3:

Catering for intermediates to experts we
have extensive varied terrain for everyone.

4:

Over 30 years professional experience in
the heliski industry.

5:

8:

Conveniently located shop & flight
departure locations in Queenstown
& Wanaka.

DEPARTURE:
7.45am weather check for an 8am departure.

9:

Private mountain lodge located high in the
Southern Alps offering secluded luxury
accommodation and modern cuisine from
the esteemed Mountain Kitchen.

RETURN:
Anytime from 4pm onwards.

10: Trip Advisor excellence awards.
INCLUDED
•

A delicious mountain lunch.

Locally owned & operated.

•

6:

A dedicated fleet of helicopters flown
by expert pilots.

Safety equipment & comprehensive
training in its use.

•

Transfers to & from your accommodation.

7:

Professional certified guides who focus on
safety, quality & service.

•

Pickup & return of all rental skis & boards.

•

All DOC & terrain landing fees

WHAT TO BRING
•

Dress appropriately for a day in the
mountains.

•

Suitable powder skis or snowboard.

•

Camera, sunscreen & extra water (if you
need it).

southernlakesheliski.com

Wanaka | 23 Dunmore St (Outside Sports) | +64 3 443 6410
Queenstown | 20 Athol St (Torpedo 7) | +64 3 442 6222
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